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Repetition = Reflex 
 “How many times should we do this?” This is one of the 
most common questions I hear from students when they start to 
practice a drill to develop a specific technique. The honest answer is 
thousands of times but we do not have that much time in one class. 
We do however have enough time to take a technique and work on 
making it become a reflex.  

 Through repetition a technique will become ingrained in the 
muscle memory and become a reflex. This along with proper 
execution should be the goal when teaching or learning new techniques. The minimum number of 
repetitions should be 10, which in fact is just enough to get a person warmed up with a new technique. 
After around 100 repetitions a person will usually remember the technique the next class. To become 
a reflex it will take around 1000 repetitions.  

 Variety in how the students practice the technique will help maintain interest while increasing 
the number of repetitions in each class. Take for instance front middle kick. Before even getting into 
the workout the motion of doing high knee lifts as a warm up can help prepare the students for the 
kick later in class. During basic movements the technique can be practiced moving up the floor. Any 
forms that have front middle kick in them are another opportunity for practice. Drill the kick by 
choosing a 1-step sparring technique using the front middle kick. Bag work and kicking targets are 
great opportunities to work on the technique with some physical resistance as opposed to just kicking 
the air. Coming up with combinations using front middle kick in them and using them during sparring 
drills. As a cool down practicing slow front middle kicks to work on balance and proper form. 

 These are just some basic ideas on how to take one technique and have students drill on it 
throughout class. This will help the students develop the muscle memory and be able to make the 
techniques a reflex.  

Take care, 

Kirby Strissel 
Kwan Jang - Martial Arts For Health & Wellness, LLC 
Administrator - Korea/USA Simmudo Association

White Belts 5:00 PM
Yellow & Green Belts 6:00 PM
Blue & Red Belts 7:00PM

There will be no regular class on test night. We will use this evening for those 
students that are testing. Feel free to attend another class earlier in the week if 

you normally just attend Thursdays.
If you have any questions contact Kirby Strissel.

Thursday December 2, 2021 Promotion Test
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 The flag of South Korea, or 
Taegeukgi has three parts: a white 
background; a red and blue 
taegeuk ("Yin and Yang") in the 
center; and four black trigrams, 
one in each corner of the flag. 
King Gojong proclaimed the 
Taegeukgi to be the official flag of 
Korea on March 6, 1883.  

 T h e w h i t e b a c k g r o u n d 
symbolizes"cleanliness of the people."  

The taegeuk represents the origin of all 
things in the universe; holding the two 
principles of "Yin",the negative aspect 
rendered in blue, and "Yang", the positive aspect 

rendered in red, in perfect balance. 
Together, they represent a 
continuous movement within 
infinity, the two merging as one.  

 The four trigrams originate 
in the Chinese book I Ching, 
representing the four Chinese 

philosophical ideas about the universe: 
harmony, symmetry, balance, circulation.  

 The general design of the flag also 
derives from traditional use of the 
tricolor symbol (red, blue and yellow) 

by Koreans starting from the early era of 
Korean history. 

Symbolism Of The South Korean Flag 

Other equipment available upon request. 
If you would like to make a purchase or have questions contact Kirby Strissel.

Martial Art 
Equipment For Purchase

Uniforms 
Sizes 000-00 - $45 

Sizes 0-1 - $50 
Sizes 2-3 - $55 
Sizes 4-5 - $60 
Sizes 6-7 - $65 

Size 8 - $70

Sparring Gear 
Foot Pads - $30 
Sizes: Child L 

Adult S, M, L, XL

Sparring Gear 
Hand Pads - $30 
Sizes: Child L 

Adult S, M, L, XL

Dan Bong (Short Stick) 
Basic Softwood - $10 
Basic Hardwood - $15 

Specialized Hardwood - $20 
Specialized Hardwood - $25 

(with name on stick)
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